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BPM, Wire-Scanner, OTR/YAG Screens, and Collimator Polarity Conventions 
 
 
Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) 

The Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) in the beamline are used to measure transverse (x and y) 
electron beam centroid positions on a pulse by pulse basis.  The readback coordinate conventions 
used in the SLC will also be used for the LCLS.  If the beam is high with respect to the BPM 
centerline, the vertical position reading (y) is positive.  If the beam is to the right of the BPM 
centerline (with beam emerging from paper – see Fig. 1 below), the horizontal position reading (x) is 
positive. 
 
Some of the BPM stripline monitors are rotated by 45 degrees (see right side of Fig. 1). This usually 
occurs where the beamline is undergoing a bend.  This rotation keeps the electrodes away from the 
synchrotron radiation or low-energy dark current, which might otherwise impinge on the electrode.  
In addition, the BPM strip-lines are calibrated on the bench before installation and this calibration 
measures the horizontal and vertical offset specific to any one BPM.  These bench-measured offsets, 
∆x′ and ∆y′, are entered into the control system database, where they are permanently stored, and 
are used in the BPM processing software to correct these offsets.  In any case, the final position 
readback reported to the user should be in the standard beamline coordinates, x and y, as shown in 
Fig. 1.  In addition, the BPM offsets should have been removed and the beam position scaled in 
millimeters. 
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Figure 1.  A BPM as seen down its bore with electron beam emerging from paper, showing the beamline 
coordinates (x, y).  At left is a BPM installed in the upright position.  At right is a BPM installed with an 
optional 45-degree rotation.  The cable color-coding standard is also illustrated. 
 
The four ADC’s are used to form two difference readings and two sum reading with their ratios 
forming the raw, un-scaled position readings (the subscripts below refer to the Red, Green, Yellow, 
and Blue color codes shown in Fig. 1). 
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The transformation used to convert these raw readings to final scaled position, with offset and 
rotation correction, is then 
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where C is the static calibration factor [1] in millimeters (PCMM), x′ and y′ are the raw readbacks of 
Eq. (1), ∆x′ and ∆y′ are the static bench-measured offsets (in millimeters) from the database, and θ 
(= 0 or +45°) is the specific BPM rotation angle from the database.  It is also important to note that 
the rotation angle (ANGL) will always be either zero or +45 degrees, depending on whether the 
BPM is installed as at left or right in Fig. 1, respectively.  The rotation angle is stored in the database 
in units of degrees.  The specific BPM rotations are listed in Table 2 of PRD 1.1-314 at 
http://www-ssrl.slac.stanford.edu/lcls/prd/1.1-314-r3.pdf. 
 
The choice in Eq. (2) of adding (rather than subtracting) the offset is based on the existing EPICS 
standard.  Note that these bench-measured offsets are usually reported in microns and should be 
first converted to millimeters.  These offsets represent the position reading (due to fabrication 
imperfections) that would be reported (for an un-rotated BPM) if the beam were perfectly centered 
in the BPM.  Therefore these numbers should be subtracted in Eq. (2), but since this is not the 
EPICS standard, these bench-measured offsets will need to have their signs flipped before being 
used in Eq. (2). 
 
Note also that the special BC1 and BC2 chicane BPMs, with their more rectangular shape, may 
require special treatment that is not yet outlined here. 
 

Wire-Scanners 

The wire-scanners are used to measure transverse beam size integrated over many pulses.  The wires 
are driven with a stepping motor through the beam, usually at a ±45-degree motor orientation, as 
shown in Fig. 2.  There are typically three wires (x, u, and y), which meet in a vertex always at the top 
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of the wire-support card.  This means that the x-wire (the wire that measures the x beam size, but is 
oriented vertically) always intercepts the beam first as the scanner is driven into the beam from its 
extracted position.  The motor drives the scanner along (what we define as) the v-axis (see Fig. 2).  
This v coordinate is defined to be zero when the u-wire is located at the beamline center (as drawn in 
Fig. 2) and takes on positive values as the wire is extracted (toward the top of Fig. 2). 
 
If the beam position varies (jitter) while the wire is being scanned, the profile data will be scattered 
and therefore less precise.  Several BPMs in the region can be used to calculate the position variation 
of the beam during the scan, which can be used to correct this scatter (with respect to the average 
position).  This position-jitter correction requires the BPMs and the wire-scanners to have consistent 
coordinate system conventions, which are described here. 

        

Figure 2.  A wire-scanner as seen down its bore with electron beam emerging from paper, showing the 
beamline coordinates (x, y).  At left is a wire-scanner installed with a +45° rotation.  At right is a wire-scanner 
installed in a −45° rotation.  The wires meet in a vertex always at the top of the wire-support card. 
 

 

The transformation from the stepping-motor’s axis of motion (v) to the standard x and y beamline 
coordinates is 

 vuvyvx =⋅=⋅= ,cos,sin θθ , (3) 

where θ is the database rotation angle shown in Fig. 2.  The u-axis is always the same as the v-axis.  
The BPM jitter data, xB and yB, can be subtracted from the wire position data, xw, yw, and uw (same as 
x, y, and u in Eq. (3)) using: xc = xw - xB and yc = yw - yB, and uc = uw - uB, but the u-axis BPM jitter data, 
uB, should be formed from the x and y BPM data using the wire rotation angle in the form: 
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 θθ cossin BBB yxu += . (4) 

In the present LCLS design, the only values taken by θ are +45 and −45 degrees.  Future 
installations, however, may vary from these values suggesting that the transformation software 
should be general, as described in Eq. (3).  Each wire-scanner will have an angle parameter in its 
database description.  The angle will be stored in units of degrees and with a sign conforming to Fig 
2.  Presently all new LCLS wire scanners will be of the +45° type (as shown at left in Fig. 2), with the 
exception of the three off-axis injector wire-scanners: WS01, WS02, and WS03.  These three will be 
of the −45° type (as shown at right in Fig. 2). 

 

OTR and YAG Screens 

The OTR and YAG screens intercept the electron beam and are used to measure its transverse size 
within a single beam pulse.  The coordinate signs are important so that the beam can be predictably 
steered across the screen when necessary, and all camera observation angles are important in order 
to properly scale the camera pixels into millimeters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  A YAG crystal (or OTR screen) as seen with the electron beam emerging from the paper, showing 
the beamline coordinates (x, y) in blue and the raw image pixel coordinates (indices) in red. 
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The imaging optics for all YAG and OTR locations is specified to image the horizontal and vertical 
beam directions onto the same respective camera directions.  Due to reflections of the beam image 
in the optics and different orientations of the optics assembly with respect to the beam axis for the 
various profile monitor locations, a reversal in the image from screen to camera, both horizontal and 
vertical, may occur.  The image processing software shall perform the necessary image 
transformations to properly display and store the images so that the horizontal and vertical axis 
direction in the image represents the respective axis direction in the beam.  The axis directions in the 
beam are defined as shown in Fig. 3 with the beam emerging from the paper and the paper 
representing the plane of the YAG crystal or the plane normal to the intersection point of the OTR 
foil and the beam.  The fact that the OTR foil has a 45 degree angle w.r.t. the beam makes no 
difference compared to the YAG monitors. 

The array representation of images usually has the first row of pixels at the top with increasing row 
index toward the bottom.  This is reversed from the scaled vertical beam direction coordinate, y, 
which increases in value toward the top.  The stored images shall follow this usual row index 
convention.  Three pairs (horizontal and vertical) of numbers shall be stored in the database for each 
profile monitor to be used in the image processing algorithm: A sign (Mx = ±1 , My = ±1) for image 
reversal (see Table 1) along the respective axis, a row/column index of the nominal transverse beam 
axis center (dx , dy) [2], and a calibration factor (Cx , Cy), in mm/pixel [3], to convert pixel index into 
metric coordinates.  This represents two levels of coordinate processing, from raw image, to converted 
image, and finally to processed image, with metric beam position and size. The first step applies the 
reversal sign to each axis to create the converted image to be displayed and stored.  The converted 
column and row indices (p’col , p’row) are 

 ( ) 21 xcolcolxcol MNpMp −+=′ , (5) 

 ( ) 21 yrowrowyrow MNpMp −+=′ , (6) 

where (pcol , prow) are the raw image column & row indices, and (Ncol , Nrow) are the number of columns 
& rows of the image.  This means simply to reverse the order of the rows or columns if the 
respective Mx  or My is negative.  The second steps yields 

 ( )xcolxx dpMCx −′=  (7) 

 ( )yrowyy dpMCy +′−=  (8) 

for the scaled beam coordinates (x , y), in millimeters. The minus sign in Eq. (8) takes into account 
the different directions of the row index, prow , and the vertical beam position, y. The calibration 
factors Cx and Cy should in general be identical, except for OTRS1 and OTR30, where the CCD is 
tilted w.r.t. the optical axis. 
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Table 1.  List of image reversal signs Mx  and My for all YAG and OTR beam profile monitors 
whose imaging optics has been designed (Table will be completed as the design effort proceeds). 

Screen Mx My Screen Mx My Screen Mx My 

YAG01 −1 −1 OTR1 −1 −1 OTR21 −1 −1 

YAG02 −1 −1 OTR2 −1 −1 OTR_TCAV TBD TBD

YAGG1 +1 −1 OTR3 −1 −1 OTR30 TBD TBD

YAG03 −1 −1 OTR4 −1 −1 OTR33 −1 −1 

YAG04 −1 −1 OTRS1 TBD TBD OTRDMP TBD TBD

YAGS1 −1 −1 OTR11 −1 −1    

YAGS2 −1 −1 OTR12 −1 −1    

 

Collimators 

The various beam halo collimators along the LCLS beamline are composed of independent 
left/right or top/bottom rectangular jaws, which are remotely adjustable (see Fig. 4). 

        

Figure 4.  A horizontal (left) and vertical (right) collimator as seen down its bore with electron beam 
emerging from paper, showing the beamline coordinates (x, y). 

 

The horizontal collimators move along the x-axis and the vertical collimators move along the y-axis.  
The right jaw moves closer to the beam for smaller positive values of x and the top jaw moves 
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closer to the beam for smaller positive values of y.  The settings and readback positions should be in 
millimeters. 

References 

[1] The BPM calibration factor (PCMM) is the stripline radius, in millimeters, divided by two. 

[2] These transverse beam axis centers, dx and dy, will be initially set for the center of the screen, 
but will likely be adjusted based on laser alignment during commissioning. 

[3] These calibration factors will be based on optical measurements performed after the camera 
mounting positions are finalized. 


